THE CLIENT
Katana Labs is a corporate spinout of ING Bank which
helps asset managers make data-led decisions. It
does this through its proprietary AI software which
scans trading platforms for potential investment
opportunities. Users can also filter through and
search across the whole bond market in the Katana
dashboard, to find opportunities that match their
strategy and mandate.

PROJECT SCOPE
Our client a newly funded fintech company wanted
our help to hire a UX designer to play an instrumental
role in the development of their product. We were
tasked to source skilful UX professionals to deliver
the best user experience within the time and budget
available.

THE CHALLENGE
The company required an end-to-end implementation
professional to audit, plan and execute an improved
user capability of their systems. The client needed a
designer that served across all their functional areas,
along with a purpose-built interface for seamless
trade ideas and transactions.

THE SOLUTION
Providing the right support, rmg digital
helped analyse requirements and found
that in the client needed a short term
solution to plug the gap right away. rmg
digital were able to provide 2 contractors
who were both identified in less than
24hours and onboarded in a few days
to allow Katana time to set up the
requirements.
Following this temporary placement it
allowed us time to ensure we searched
the market for the best available talent.
We compiled a shortlist for them in under
a week having had time to do a full market
search. By getting it right first time round
we were able to help Katana save not
only significant time but money too by
enabling them to replace the temporary
resource quickly.

rmg makes time and effort not only to understand the role but also the company and the people
behind it which gives a personalised aspect on the recruiting. They come and meet you in person,
see the office and get a “feel” of the position and people. With this attention to detail, they calibrate
the profile and find the right fit for the position.
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